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Abstract Cytosolic Ca2+ dynamics are important in the regulation of insulin secretion
from the pancreatic β-cells within islets of Langerhans. These dynamics are sculpted by
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), which takes up Ca2+ when cytosolic levels are high
and releases it when cytosolic levels are low. Calcium uptake into the ER is through
sarcoendoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPases, or SERCA pumps. Two SERCA isoforms
are expressed in the β-cell: the high Ca2+ affinity SERCA2b pump and the low affin-
ity SERCA3 pump. Recent experiments with islets from SERCA3 knockout mice have
shown that the cytosolic Ca2+ oscillations from the knockout islets are characteristically
different from those of wild type islets. While the wild type islets often exhibit compound
Ca2+ oscillations, composed of fast oscillations superimposed on much slower oscilla-
tions, the knockout islets rarely exhibit compound oscillations, but produce slow (single
component) oscillations instead. Using mathematical modeling, we provide an explana-
tion for this difference. We also investigate the effect that SERCA2b inhibition has on
the model β-cell. Unlike SERCA3 inhibition, we demonstrate that SERCA2b inhibition
has no long-term effect on cytosolic Ca2+ oscillations unless a store-operated current is
activated.
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1. Introduction

Insulin secretion from pancreatic islets is pulsatile, reflecting pulsatility in islet intracel-
lular Ca2+ levels and the electrical activity of the insulin-secreting β-cells. These oscilla-
tions may be fast, with period of less than one minute (Bergsten, 1995; Cook et al., 1981;
Henquin, 1988; Santos et al., 1991), or slow with period of 2–7 minutes (Beauvois et al.,
2006; Bergsten et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 2003). The slow oscillations in Ca2+ levels
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have period similar to the period of in vivo pulsatile insulin measurements (Bergsten and
Hellman, 1993; Nunemaker et al., 2005; Pørksen et al., 1995). One type of slow Ca2+

oscillation is characterized by plateaus of elevated Ca2+ and is due to long bursts of ac-
tion potentials, called slow bursting (Zhang et al., 2003). The other type is characterized
by slow plateaus with fast oscillations superimposed (Zhang et al., 2003). This is due to
periodic episodes of fast bursts, and is called compound bursting (Bertram et al., 2004;
Cook, 1983; Henquin et al., 1982). Thus, compound bursting consists of “inner oscilla-
tions” which are the fast bursts, and “outer oscillations” that group the fast bursts into
periodic clusters.

The Ca2+ dynamics of β-cells are influenced by Ca2+ influx through L-type Ca2+

channels and efflux through plasma membrane pumps. In addition, the endoplasmic retic-
ulum (ER) takes up Ca2+ from the cytosol when the cytoplasmic Ca2+ levels are high
(such as when the cell is depolarized) and releases it back into the cytosol when the cy-
toplasmic Ca2+ levels are low (when the cell is hyperpolarized), and thus has a large
influence on the cytosolic Ca2+ dynamics (Arredouani et al., 2002b; Bertram and Sher-
man, 2004b). Calcium is pumped into the ER through sarco-endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-
ATPase (SERCA) pumps. In β-cells, two SERCA genes are expressed, SERCA2b and
SERCA3 (Arredouani et al., 2002a; Váradi et al., 1996). The SERCA2b pump has high
affinity for Ca2+, while SERCA3 has a low affinity (Arredouani et al., 2002a).

Recent experiments with SERCA3 knockout (SERCA3-/-) mice have characterized the
contribution of SERCA3 to the Ca2+ dynamics of mouse islets (Arredouani et al., 2002a;
Beauvois et al., 2006). Here it was shown that the amplitude of the Ca2+ responses to a
train of long depolarizations was greater in SERCA3-/- islets, and that Ca2+ did not accu-
mulate from one pulse to the next. In one report, it was shown that while islets from wild
type mice exhibited either slow or compound bursting oscillations, islets from SERCA3-/-

mice exhibited only slow oscillations (Beauvois et al., 2006).
In this article, we use mathematical and computational analysis to distinguish the in-

fluence of the two SERCA isoforms on the cytosolic and ER calcium dynamics in a model
β-cell. We first demonstrate that the model β-cell accounts for the experimental observa-
tion that islets from SERCA3-/- mice exhibit slow, but not compound, bursting. We also
predict that inhibition of the SERCA2b isoform rather than the SERCA3 isoform would
have only transient effects on the cytosolic Ca2+ dynamics; the long-term behavior would
be the same as before the SERCA2b inhibition unless a store-operated current (SOC) is
activated. Thus, if a long-term effect is observed when the SERCA2b pump is inhibited,
then this indicates that SOC is activated. To our knowledge, such experiments have not
been performed. Whichever isoform is inhibited, the model predicts that there would be a
long-term decrease in the ER Ca2+ concentration. Indeed, the primary role of SERCA2b
may be to maintain the basal ER Ca2+ at an elevated level relative to the cytosol.

The β-cell model that we employ, the Dual Oscillator Model, has compartments for
electrical activity, Ca2+ dynamics, glycolysis, and mitochondrial metabolism (Bertram
et al., 2007a). To analyze the differential effects of the two SERCA isoforms, we begin
by studying the Ca2+ compartment of the model separately from the electrical, glycolytic,
and metabolic compartments. Here we simulate the Ca2+ response to a train of long mem-
brane depolarizations, similar to what was done experimentally (Arredouani et al., 2002a).
We derive formulas for the nadir, plateau, and amplitude of the cytosolic Ca2+ response,
as well as the temporal mean of the ER Ca2+ concentration. Using these formulas, we
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show that changes in the SERCA2b pump rate have no long-term effect on the cytoso-
lic Ca2+ during the pulse train, but a reduction in the SERCA3 pump rate increases the
amplitude of the cytosolic Ca2+ response. This demonstrates that the effects on cytoso-
lic Ca2+ of the general SERCA pump blocker thapsigargin reported in Arredouani et al.
(2002b) and simulated in Bertram and Sherman (2004b) were due to the inhibitory action
on SERCA3 pumps. Although SERCA2b pumps would also be inhibited by thapsigargin,
this would have no long-term effect on cytosolic Ca2+.

In the final stage of the analysis, we combine the calcium and electrical compart-
ments of the model to demonstrate that reducing the SERCA3 pump rate converts fast
bursting (i.e., the inner bursting of a compound burst) to very fast bursting or continu-
ous spiking. This explains why compound Ca2+ oscillations are not observed in islets
from SERCA3-/- mice; the fast inner bursting is replaced by very fast bursting or con-
tinuous spiking, and the outer oscillations remain largely unchanged. In contrast, we
show that inhibiting SERCA2b rather than SERCA3 has no long-term effect on the Ca2+
profile, unless the ER Ca2+ falls to a sufficiently low value that a store-operated cur-
rent is activated. Such a current has been reported in β-cells (Mears and Zimliki, 2004;
Roe et al., 1998), although the ER Ca2+ threshold for activation of the current is not
known.

2. Mathematical model

The β-cell model is described in detail in Bertram et al. (2007a). It has compart-
ments for electrical activity, cytosolic and ER calcium dynamics, glycolysis, and mi-
tochondrial metabolism. Fig. 1 illustrates the model compartments and the variables
in each compartment. Each variable is described by an ordinary differential equation,
and many of these equations are coupled, as indicated with arrows in the figure. All
expressions and parameter values for the model are given and described in detail in
Bertram et al. (2007a), and computer programs are available for free download at
www.math.fsu.edu/~bertram/software.

Fig. 1 The four model compartments and coupling pathways among the components. Depolarization
of the plasma membrane leads to Ca2+ entry and an increase in Cac. This in turn activates the K(Ca)
current, leading to hyperpolarization of the membrane. The membrane is also hyperpolarized by the
ATP-dependent K+ current. Cytosolic ATP inhibits the key glycolytic enzyme PFK, and (possibly os-
cillatory) output from the glycolytic subsystem serves as input to the mitochondrial subsystem. Calcium
from the cytosol is also a source of input to the mitochondria.

http://www.math.fsu.edu/~bertram/software
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We begin with the glycolytic compartment. It has been shown that glycolytic activ-
ity can be oscillatory in muscle extracts (Tornheim and Lowenstein, 1975). The critical
enzyme for these oscillations is phosphofructokinase (PFK), which phosphorylates the
substrate fructose 6-phosphate (F6P) to form fructose 1,6-bisphosphate (FBP) (Tornheim
and Lowenstein, 1976). Positive feedback of FBP onto PFK can lead to oscillations of
the PFK reaction rate with a period of several minutes in muscle extracts (Smolen, 1995;
Tornheim, 1979; Tornheim and Lowenstein, 1974). The muscle type of PFK (PFK-M) is
the most active PFK isoform in β-cells (Yaney et al., 1995), and there is direct (Tornheim,
1997) and indirect (Bertram et al., 2004; Dahlgren et al., 2005) evidence for glycolytic os-
cillations in β-cells. In the Dual Oscillator Model, glycolytic oscillations provide the slow
component of the oscillations in islet activity. Thus, in compound bursting, the slow outer
oscillations are due to oscillatory glycolysis. The glycolytic model that we use, which is
described in detail in Bertram et al. (2004), contains equations for the dynamics of the
key enzyme PFK-M and has variables for the PFK substrate and product. Differential
equations for these variables are:

dG6P

dt
= JGK − JPFK, (1)

dFBP

dt
= JPFK − 1

2
JGPDH. (2)

Here G6P is the glucose 6-phosphate concentration, which is assumed to be in rapid equi-
librium with F6P (F6P = 0.3 G6P). Also, JGK is the glucokinase reaction rate, JPFK is
the PFK reaction rate, and JGPDH is the glycerol phosphate dehydrogenase (GPDH) reac-
tion rate. The glucokinase rate serves as input to the system, since it reflects the glucose
concentration. The GPDH rate serves as the output of the glycolytic subsystem, since gly-
colytic reactions downstream of GPDH do not contribute to the generation of glycolytic
oscillations and are not included in the model.

The mitochondrial compartment describes the reactions that take place during oxida-
tive phosphorylation. It includes an expression for Ca2+-dependent dehydrogenases of
the citric acid cycle, yielding NADH. The NADH supplies electrons for the electron
transport chain, which produces a membrane potential across the mitochondrial inner
membrane, �ψ . The flux of protons down the electrical gradient through the F1F0-ATP
synthase converts ADP to ATP. Finally, Ca2+ enters the mitochondria through Ca2+ uni-
porters and is transported out through Na+/Ca2+ exchangers. The mitochondrial com-
partment has variables for the NADH, ADP, and mitochondrial Ca2+ concentrations, and
for �ψ . The ATP concentration is calculated from the ADP concentration by assuming
that the sum of the two is conserved. Differential equations for the mitochondrial variables
are:

dNADHm

dt
= γ (JDH − JO), (3)

d�ψ

dt
= (JH,res − JH,atp − JANT − JH,leak − JNaCa − 2Juni)/Cm, (4)

dCam

dt
= fm(Juni − JNaCa), (5)

dADPm

dt
= γ (JANT − JF1F0). (6)
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Here JDH is the reaction rate of the citric acid dehydrogenases, JO is oxygen consump-
tion, JH,res is the respiration-driven proton efflux, JH,atp is proton influx through the ATP
synthase, JANT is flux through the adenine nucleotide translocator, JH,leak is proton leak
across the mitochondrial inner membrane, JNaCa is Ca2+ efflux through the electrogenic
Na+/Ca2+ exchanger, and Juni is Ca2+ influx through uniporters.

The electrical compartment describes the plasma membrane potential (V ) and includes
a variable (n) for the fraction of activated delayed rectifier K+ channels. The membrane
potential is determined by the flux of ions through several types of ion channels:

dV

dt
= −(IK + ICa + IK(Ca) + IK(ATP) + ISOC)/Cpm, (7)

dn

dt
= n∞(V ) − n

τn

. (8)

Here IK is the delayed rectifier current, ICa is an L-type Ca2+ current, IK(Ca) is a Ca2+-
activated K+ current, and IK(ATP) is an ATP-sensitive K+ current. Cpm denotes the mem-
brane capacitance. The activation variable n satisfies first order kinetics, and has equi-
librium function n∞(V ). Finally, we add a store-operated current (ISOC) to the model of
Bertram et al. (2007a). This current activates when the ER Ca2+ concentration falls below
a threshold, and we model it as in Bertram et al. (1995b):

ISOC = ḡSOCx∞(Caer)(V − VSOC), (9)

where ḡSOC = 50 pS is the maximum conductance, VSOC = 0 mV is the reversal potential,
and

x∞(Caer) = 1

1 + exp(Caer − Caer)
(10)

is the sigmoidal activation function. We use an activation threshold of Caer = 70 μM.
There is also an equation for the cytosolic ADP concentration:

dADPc

dt
= Jhyd − κJANT. (11)

Here Jhyd is the hydrolysis rate of ATP to ADP. The cytosolic ATP concentration is derived
from the ADP concentration by assuming that the sum of the two is conserved.

The cytosolic Ca2+ concentration is determined by Ca2+ flux across the plasma mem-
brane (Jmem), the ER membrane (JER), and the mitochondrial membrane (Jm). It is de-
scribed by:

dCac

dt
= fc(Jmem + Jer + κJm). (12)

Here fc is the fraction of Ca2+ that is unbound by buffers and κ is the mitochondria-to-
cytosol volume ratio. The flux across the plasma membrane is

Jmem = −(
αICa + kPMCA(Cac − Cabas)

)
, (13)
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where α converts current to flux, kPMCA is the plasma membrane pump rate, and Cabas

is a constant basal Ca2+ parameter. ICa is the Ca2+ current, ICa = ḡCam∞(V )(V − VCa),
where m∞(V ) is the equilibrium fraction of activated Ca2+ channels. Flux out of the ER
is assumed to occur only through passive leakage (IP3 receptors are not activated),

Jleak = pleak(Caer − Cac). (14)

Flux into the ER from the cytosol is through SERCA2b and SERCA3 pumps, JSERCA =
J2b + J3. Since SERCA2b has a high affinity for Ca2+, we assume that the pumps are
saturated at physiological Ca2+ levels, so that the SERCA2b pump rate is independent of
the Ca2+ concentration (J2b = k2b , where k2b is a parameter). The SERCA3 pump rate has
low affinity, and we assume a linear dependence on Ca2+, J3 = k3Cac. Thus,

JSERCA = k2b + k3Cac, (15)

and

Jer = Jleak − JSERCA. (16)

Finally, the differential equation for the ER Ca2+ concentration is:

dCaer

dt
= −ferυJer, (17)

where fer is the fraction of free Ca2+ in the ER, and υ = Vc/Ver is the cytosol-to-ER
volume ratio.

The differential equations are solved numerically using the XPPAUT software package
(Ermentrout, 2002). The CVODE integration method is used, with tolerances of 10−9.

3. SERCA3 inhibition converts compound bursting to slow bursting

In the mathematical model, the combination of slow glycolytic oscillations and fast burst-
ing driven by Ca2+ feedback onto K(Ca) ion channels produces compound bursting
(Fig. 2). The several-minute period of this bursting is set by the period of the glycolytic
oscillations. These oscillations are reflected in oscillatory levels of the glycolytic prod-
uct FBP (Fig. 2C). During the phase of the oscillation when glycolytic output is high
the mitochondrial ATP production is also high. This inhibits K(ATP) channels (Ashcroft
et al., 1984) and depolarizes the model cell. The subsequent Ca2+-driven action potentials
cause Ca2+ to accumulate in the cytosol and ER, and the elevated level of cytosolic Ca2+
(Fig. 2B) activates K(Ca) channels. The resulting hyperpolarizing current terminates the
fast burst of action potentials. The cytosolic Ca2+ level then declines, and when it reaches
a sufficiently low level a new fast burst is initiated. Thus, the inner fast bursts are due to the
dynamics of the electrical and Ca2+ subsystems, while the outer slow oscillation that clus-
ters the bursts together is due to glycolytic oscillations acting through the ATP-producing
mitochondrial component of the model.

During a burst episode (Fig. 3A) there is a net influx of Ca2+ into the ER, so the ER
Ca2+ concentration increases. The series of inner bursts that occur during a compound
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Fig. 2 (A) Compound bursting produced with JGK = 0.4 μMms−1. (B) Ca2+ concentration is elevated
during each episode of compound bursting. (C) Slow oscillations of the glycolytic product FBP provide the
metabolic input to mitochondria, which in turn produce ATP that is responsible for clustering fast bursts
into episodes.

Fig. 3 Compound bursting is converted to slow bursting when the SERCA3 pump is “knocked out”
(k3 = 0). (A) A compound bursting oscillation with a series of fast inner bursts. There is a slow falloff
of Ca2+ at the end of a burst episode. (B) A slow bursting oscillation is produced when SERCA3 is
knocked out. The slow Ca2+ falloff is no longer present. (C) In the “wild type” cell (SERCA3 not inhib-
ited), the ER Ca2+ concentration exhibits a plateau when glycolytic output is high, with superimposed
small fluctuations reflecting the fast inner bursting of the compound burst. (D) In the SERCA3 KO Caer is
at a constant low level.

burst results in small fluctuations of Caer, which are superimposed on a larger plateau
(Fig. 3C). At the end of a burst episode Ca2+ slowly drains from the ER into the cytosol.
Thus, even though there is no influx into the cytosol through ion channels during the inter-
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episode phase, there is influx from the ER. For this reason, the decline of Cac during the
inter-episode phase is slow, i.e., there is a slow falloff of Cac (Fig. 3A).

When the SERCA3 pumps are inhibited by setting k3 = 0 there is a dramatic change in
the Ca2+ dynamics (Fig. 3B). The slow envelope of the oscillation is relatively unchanged,
but now the fast inner bursting is converted to tonic spiking. Thus, the compound bursting
is converted to slow bursting. This agrees with experimental findings of Beauvois et al.
that slow, but not compound, Ca2+ oscillations were observed in islets from SERCA3-/-

mice, while both slow and compound oscillations were observed in islets from wild type
mice (Beauvois et al., 2006). In our model, Caer declines to a relatively low level in the
simulated SERCA3 knockout and no longer exhibits plateau or low-amplitude oscillations
(Fig. 3D). This is as expected, since one of the SERCA pumps has been inhibited and the
only remaining pump, SERCA2b, is independent of Ca2+. (SERCA2b has high Ca2+

affinity, and we assume that it is saturated at basal Ca2+ levels.) Because the ER no longer
contributes Ca2+ to the cytosol during the inter-episode phase, Cac no longer exhibits a
slow falloff during this phase.

Other experimental studies have examined cytosolic Ca2+ measurements in stimula-
tory glucose concentrations after application of the SERCA pump blocker thapsigargin
(Tg). This blocker affects both the SERCA3 and SERCA2b isoforms. It was found that
slow, but not compound, Ca2+ oscillations were produced, and that the slow cytoso-
lic Ca2+ falloff observed in control islets was not observed when SERCA pumps were
blocked with Tg (Gilon et al., 1999; Liu et al., 1995, 1998; Miura et al., 1997). The model
produces similar behavior when SERCA3 pumps (Fig. 3) or both SERCA3 and SERCA2b
pumps (not shown) are inhibited.

Two factors are involved in the change of Ca2+ dynamics that occurs when the
SERCA3 pumps are inhibited. One factor is that the ER is no longer taking up Ca2+

when the model cell is electrically active and giving it back when the cell is silent. That
is, the Ca2+ filtering that normally takes place by the ER (Bertram and Sherman, 2004b)
has been inhibited. This factor is examined later in the article. The other factor is that Caer

has declined to a level sufficiently low to activate the store-operated current, ISOC. In the
model, activation of this current begins when Caer falls below 70 μM, as when SERCA3
is inhibited in Fig. 3D. By increasing the pumping rate of SERCA2b so that Caer rises
above 70 μM, it may be possible to compensate for the effects of SERCA3 knockout.
This possibility is examined in Fig. 4. In this simulation, the SERCA2b pump rate is in-
creased (k2b increased from 0.01 μMms−1 to 0.03 μMms−1) at the same time that the
SERCA3 pump rate is set to 0. The increased SERCA2b pumping does increase Caer to
a much higher level (Fig. 4D) than in Fig. 3D, so that ISOC is no longer activated. How-
ever, the compound bursting is still converted to a pattern that is similar to slow bursting
(Fig. 4B). This pattern consists of episodes of fast bursts, but the fast bursts are so fast
(period ≈ 2 sec) that they would likely be classified as tonic spiking, particularly if the
temporal resolution of the Ca2+ imaging is not high enough to resolve the very fast bursts.
Thus, in this example, increasing the SERCA2b pump rate does not compensate for the
effects on the cytosolic Ca2+ pattern of inhibiting the SERCA3 pumps. We show later
(Sections 7 and 8) that this is a general result, i.e., it is not possible for an increase in the
SERCA2b pump rate to compensate for inhibition of SERCA3 pumps.
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Fig. 4 Increasing SERCA2b pumping cannot compensate for loss of SERCA3 pumping. In the SERCA3
knockout (k3 = 0), the SERCA2b pump rate k2 is increased from 0.01 μMms−1 to 0.03 μMms−1. This
increases Caer so that ISOC is not activated (D), but the compound bursting oscillation (A) is still converted
to a pattern resembling slow bursting (B) when SERCA3 pumping is eliminated.

Fig. 5 Knocking out SERCA2b (k2b = 0) has little effect on the compound bursting time course (B), even
though the ER Ca2+ concentration is reduced by a third of its original value (D).

4. SERCA2b removal has little effect on the cytosolic Ca2+ time course

We next tested to see what effect removal of SERCA2b pumps would have on the com-
pound bursting oscillation. Fig. 5 shows that eliminating SERCA2b pumping (k2b = 0)
has only a minor effect on the cytosolic Ca2+ time course (SERCA3 has not been inhib-
ited). This is in spite of the fact that the ER Ca2+ concentration is reduced by a third
(Fig. 5D). What little effect there is on the cytosolic Ca2+ time course is due to activation
of the SOC current that results from the reduction in the mean ER Ca2+ concentration. If
the SOC conductance is set to 0, then eliminating SERCA2b has no effect at all on the
cytosolic Ca2+ time course. The reason for this lack of effect of SERCA2b inhibition is
not obvious, but will be clarified later.
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5. Voltage clamp protocol simplifies analysis of the model

As a first step in understanding the differential effects of the two SERCA knockouts, we
focus on the Ca2+ subsystem. To bypass the dynamics of the electrical subsystem, a volt-
age clamp protocol is used that captures the pacemaker dynamics of fast bursting (Bertram
and Sherman, 2004b). In this protocol, the voltage is originally clamped at −70 mV. It is
then increased to −60 mV, representative of a silent phase of a burst. To simulate a burst
active phase the voltage is increased to −40 mV for 8 sec. This is followed by a return
to −60 mV for 16 sec (silent phase), and another increase to −40 mV (active phase).
This continues in a periodic fashion (Fig. 6A). The duration of the depolarizations and
repolarizations are similar to the durations of active and silent phases during fast burst-
ing.

To simplify the analysis, and focus on the cytosol-ER interactions, the contribution of
the mitochondrial Ca2+ store is excluded from the cytosolic Ca2+ equation. We also set
Cbas = 0. The Ca2+ equation is then

dCac

dt
= fc(Jmem + Jer). (18)

The cytosolic Ca2+ response to the voltage clamp protocol is shown in Fig. 6B (black
curve). Notice that Cac rises quickly during the depolarization and falls quickly during the
repolarization. Thus, it adjusts rapidly to changes in V . We take advantage of this by using
a rapid equilibrium approximation. That is, we assume that Cac adjusts instantaneously to
changes in V , and set the derivative in Eq. (18) to 0. We then solve the resulting algebraic
equation for CaEQ, the rapid-equilibrium cytosolic Ca2+ concentration:

CaEQ = Jin − k2b + pleakCaer

kpmca + k3 + pleak
, (19)

where Jin = −αICa is the Ca2+ influx through plasma membrane Ca2+ channels. The
time course of CaEQ during the voltage clamp protocol is shown in Fig. 6B (red curve).
The dynamics of CaEQ are quite similar to those of Cac, and one differential equation is
removed when CaEQ is used in the model rather than Cac.

The rapid-equilibrium cytosolic Ca2+ concentration can be incorporated into the dif-
ferential equation for the ER Ca2+ concentration (Eq. (17)) by replacing Cac with CaEQ

and using Eq. (19)), yielding

dCaer

dt
= ferυ

[
ΩJin + (1 − Ω)(k2b − pleakCaer)

]
, (20)

where

Ω = k3 + pleak

k3 + kpmca + pleak
. (21)

Notice that 0 < Ω < 1, so (1 − Ω) > 0.
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Fig. 6 Analysis of the Ca2+ subsystem. (A) Voltage clamp protocol, with durations and voltage val-
ues based on a fast bursting pattern (without spikes). (B) Cytosolic Ca2+ concentration (black) and the
rapid equilibrium approximation (red) during the pulse protocol. The difference between the two is small.
(C) The ER Ca2+ concentration during the pulse protocol. (Color figure online.)

During the voltage pulse train Caer rises with two temporal components. There is
a fast component, reflecting each voltage depolarization. There is also a slow compo-
nent, reflecting the cumulative effect of the series of depolarizations. One can remove
the fast component by averaging over a single period of the voltage pulse train (i.e.,
averaged over 24 sec). Let 〈Caer〉 denote Caer (Eq. (20)) averaged over one period.
Then

d〈Caer〉
dt

= ferυ
[
Ω〈Jin〉 + (1 − Ω)

(
k2b − pleak〈Caer〉

)]
. (22)

Here 〈Jin〉 is the influx of Ca2+ over one period, divided by the period. During the depolar-
ized phase (when V = −40 mV) the Ca2+ influx rate is Jin,dep = 0.0461 μMms−1. During
the repolarized phase (when V = −60 mV), the influx rate is Jin,rep = 0.0131 μMms−1.
The durations of the two phases are Tdep = 8 sec and Trep = 16 sec, respectively.
Then

〈Jin〉 = Jin,depTdep + Jin,repTrep

Tdep + Trep
≈ 0.0241 μMms−1. (23)

This mean Ca2+ influx can be used in Eq. (22) and the linear differential equation solved,
yielding the expression

〈Caer〉 = λ1e
λ2t − λ3

λ2
, (24)
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Fig. 7 Comparison of time courses when Caer or the time averaged Caer, 〈Caer〉 are used to compute
the cytosolic Ca2+ time course. (A) Cytosolic Ca2+ concentrations computed in two ways (Eqs. (17) and
(26)). (B) The ER Ca2+ concentration (Eq. (18)) and its time average (Eq. (22)). (Color figure online.)

where

λ1 = λ3

λ2
+ 〈Caer〉0, (25)

λ2 = −ferυ(1 − Ω)pleak, (26)

λ3 = ferυ
[
Ω 〈Jin〉 + (1 − Ω)k2b

]
, (27)

where 〈Caer〉0 is the initial value of Caer.
The time-dependent average Caer, 〈Caer〉, can then be inserted into Eq. (19) in place

of Caer, to give an expression for the rapid-equilibrium cytosolic Ca2+ concentration with
the fast component of the ER Ca2+ fluctuations averaged out. That is, this new variable
C responds to the slow rise in Caer that occurs during the train of depolarizations, but not
the faster fluctuations of Caer that occur with each depolarization. The dynamics of C are
described by

C = Jin − k2b + pleak〈Caer〉
kpmca + k3 + pleak

. (28)

Equations (24) and (28) provide a description of the time-dependent changes in Ca2+ that
consists solely of algebraic equations.

Fig. 7 compares C (Eq. (28)) with CaEQ (Eq. (19)) during the voltage pulse train.
The two are very similar, except that CaEQ rises a bit more during the depolarized phase
and declines a bit more during the repolarized phase. These small rises and falls reflect
the small fluctuations in Caer (computed with Eq. (20)), which are not present in 〈Caer〉
(computed with Eq. (24)).

6. Calculation of plateaus, nadirs, and amplitudes of the Ca2+ response

With Eq. (28), it is possible to track the values of the cytosolic Ca2+ plateaus (during
voltage depolarization) and nadirs (during repolarization) over time during the pulse train.
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For the plateaus, Jin,dep is used rather than Jin in Eq. (28), while Jin,rep is used for the
nadirs. That is,

Cplateau = Jin,dep − k2b + pleak 〈Caer〉
kpmca + k3 + pleak

, (29)

Cnadir = Jin,rep − k2b + pleak〈Caer〉
kpmca + k3 + pleak

. (30)

The amplitude of a cytosolic Ca2+ response is then

Camp = Cplateau − Cnadir = Jin,dep − Jin,rep

kpmca + k3 + pleak
. (31)

Three things can be deduced from Eq. (31):

• The amplitude of the cytosolic Ca2+ response is independent of the ER Ca2+ concen-
tration.

• The amplitude is independent of the SERCA2b pump rate (k2b).
• The amplitude decreases when the plasma membrane pump rate (kpmca), SERCA3

pump rate (k3), or leak rate out of the ER (pleak) are increased.

Thus, the experimental observation that the Ca2+ response amplitude to a voltage
clamp depolarization is larger in the presence of the SERCA pump blocker thapsigargin
(Arredouani et al., 2002b; Gilon et al., 1999) is consistent with Eq. (31) (Camp is larger
when k3 is set to 0).

While it is clear from Eq. (31) that the amplitude of the Ca2+ response is independent
of k2b , it can also be shown that the long-term or asymptotic values of the plateau and
nadir are independent of k2b . That is, the asymptotic value of C is independent of k2b . By
“asymptotic value” we mean the value of C after many voltage pulses, once 〈Caer〉 has
reached its equilibrium value. From Eq. (24), the equilibrium value of 〈Caer〉 is

〈Caer〉∞ = −λ3

λ2
= ferν[Ω〈Jin〉 + (1 − Ω)k2b]

ferν(1 − Ω)pleak
= Ω〈Jin〉

(1 − Ω)pleak
+ k2b

pleak
. (32)

The asymptotic value of C is obtained by inserting Eq. (32) into Eq. (28) in place of 〈Caer〉,

C∞ = Jin − k2b + pleak〈Caer〉∞
kpmca + k3 + pleak

= (1 − Ω)Jin + Ω〈Jin〉
(1 − Ω)(kpmca + k3 + pleak)

, (33)

which is independent of k2b . Thus, the asymptotic values of the plateaus and nadirs of C

are independent of k2b . They do, however, depend on the SERCA3 pump rate.

7. SERCA2b inhibition has no effect on fast bursting

We now take the next step in the analysis of how the two SERCA isoforms affect com-
pound bursting. Since compound bursting is composed of episodes of fast bursts, and since
it was the fast component of bursting that was affected by inhibition of SERCA3 (Fig. 4),
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Fig. 8 (A) Fast bursting produced by the electrical/calcium compartments of the model with
gK(ATP) = 170 pS. (B) Cytosolic Ca2+ concentration rises relatively quickly to a plateau during the active

phase and falls quickly to a nadir during the silent phase. (C) The ER Ca2+ concentration changes on a
slower time scale, and the rate of these slow changes sets the period of the bursting oscillation.

we focus on fast bursting. Fast bursting involves the electrical and calcium compartments
of the model, with voltage now driven by ionic fluxes rather than voltage clamp as above.
To isolate the electrical/calcium compartments from the glycolytic/mitochondrial com-
partments we set the conductance of the K(ATP) current to a constant value, gK(ATP) =
170 pS.

Fig. 8A shows the fast bursting that results when the K(ATP) conductance is clamped.
The bursts are produced by slow activity-dependent changes in Cac and Caer. During
the active phase of the burst Cac rises and reaches a plateau (Fig. 8B). Meanwhile, Caer

rises more slowly (Fig. 8C), and as it rises contributes an ever greater amount of Ca2+
to the cytosol. This results in a rise in the mean level of Cac. The cytosolic Ca2+ has a
hyperpolarizing effect on the cell through activation of K(Ca) channels, and the slow rise
in the mean Cac (and thus K(Ca) conductance) is eventually sufficient to keep the cell
below spike threshold, ending the active phase of the burst. During the silent phase Cac

and Caer both decline, so that the K(Ca) conductance declines to a level sufficiently small
so that spiking is restarted.

To analyze this bursting, we use the standard approach (see Bertram and Sherman,
2004a) of treating the slow variables (Cac and Caer) as constants and then performing a
bifurcation analysis on the fast subsystem (V and n). When store operated current is not
activated (the case we consider here), Caer does not enter into the fast subsystem. How-
ever, Cac is an important parameter of this subsystem. In Fig. 9, we show a bifurcation
diagram of the fast subsystem (the “slow manifold”), with Cac treated as the bifurca-
tion parameter. The curve marked SS is a branch of stable steady states, while the curves
marked US are branches of unstable steady states. The curve marked SP is a branch of
stable periodic spiking solutions. Both the maximum (top thick curve) and minimum (bot-
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Fig. 9 Fast/slow analysis of fast bursting. The curve marked SS is a branch of stable steady states of the
fast (V and n) subsystem. The curves marked US are branches of unstable steady states. The curve marked
SP, and the bold curve below it represent stable periodic solutions. The burst trajectory of the full system
is superimposed (thin black curve). The red and green curves are the Cac nullclines for Caer = 178 μM
and Caer = 196 μM, respectively. (Color figure online.)

tom thick curve) of the oscillations are shown. The bursting trajectory (thin black curve)
is superimposed on the slow manifold, so that the Cac–V plane is treated as a phase plane
of the full system.

The red and green curves in Fig. 9 are the Cac nullclines for two different values of
Caer. The nullcline is the set of points for which the time derivative of Cac is zero. From
Eq. (12), this yields the equation

Cac = Jin − k2b + pleakCaer + kpmcaCabas

kpmca + k3 + pleak
, (34)

which is just Eq. (19), with the addition of the Cabas term. Clearly, Caer enters into the
nullcline equation, and the effect of increasing Caer is to shift the nullcline to the right in
the Cac–V plane. Since Caer varies from 178 μM to 196 μM during bursting (Fig. 8C),
we plot the Cac nullcline for these two values (Caer = 178 μM for the red curve; Caer =
196 μM for the green curve).

When the phase point is above the Cac nullcline, as during the active or spiking phase
of bursting, it moves rightward along the periodic branch since the Cac derivative is posi-
tive. At Cac ≈ 0.33 μM the trajectory stalls and would remain in the spiking state, except
that Caer slowly increases and moves the Cac nullcline to the right. This allows the trajec-
tory to move slowly rightward and eventually escape the periodic branch, as it approaches
a homoclinic bifurcation that terminates the branch. During the silent phase the trajectory
moves leftward since it is below the Cac nullcline, but it again stalls near the knee at the
intersection of the SS branch and the nullcline. The trajectory would remain in the silent
state, except that Caer slowly declines and moves the Cac nullcline leftward. Eventually
the nullcline moves past the knee and the trajectory escapes the steady state branch, start-
ing a new burst. This is an example of “phantom bursting,” where the bursting is produced
by the interaction of two slow variables with very different time constants (Bertram et al.,
2000).

Since k2b is in the Cac nullcline equation (Eq. (34)), inhibition of SERCA2b pumps
will cause a rightward shift of the nullcline. (Note that k2b does not appear in the fast
subsystem, so that the slow manifold is unchanged by changes in k2b .) The inhibition
will also result in a decline in Caer, which will have the opposite effect on the nullcline.
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After some time has elapsed, Caer will have adjusted to a level such that the nullcline
will be identical to what it was before SERCA inhibition. That is, with k2b = 0 and after
transients have ended, the ER Ca2+ concentration oscillates between Caer = 129 μM and
Caer = 147 μM, rather than its original range of 178–196 μM. At Caer = 129 μM the
Cac nullcline is identical to the red nullcline in Fig. 9; at Caer = 147 μM the nullcline is
identical to the green nullcline. Thus, just as in the case of the voltage clamp pulse train,
the ER Ca2+ concentration adjusts to the inhibition of SERCA2b pumping so that the
asymptotic cytosolic Ca2+ is unaffected by the inhibition.

8. SERCA3 inhibition converts fast bursting to very fast bursting

Contrary to SERCA2b inhibition, SERCA3 inhibition has a dramatic effect on fast burst-
ing, converting it to very fast bursting (Fig. 10A). The reason for this is that setting k3 = 0
deforms the Cac nullcline, which is not unexpected, since k3 is present in the C∞ func-
tion obtained for a periodic pulse train (Eq. (33)). The accompanying reduction in Caer

does not compensate for this deformation. With SERCA2b as the only active Ca2+ pump
for the ER, the ER Ca2+ concentration does not fluctuate with the cytosolic Ca2+ con-
centration. Instead, it stays at a constant value of Caer ≈ 50 μM. Fig. 10B shows the
Ca2+ nullcline with k3 = 0 and Caer = 50 μM (blue curve), superimposed on the slow
manifold (which is unaffected by k3). Unlike before (red curve, copied from Fig. 9B),
the shape and location of the nullcline is such that the trajectory does not stall in ei-
ther the silent or active phase. Instead, the trajectory moves smoothly between silent to
active phases, as is typical for square wave or type I bursting (Bertram et al., 1995a;
Rinzel, 1985). In this case, the burst period is determined by the time constant for Cac,
which is much smaller than the time constant for Caer that largely determines the burst

Fig. 10 (A) Very fast bursting that occurs with SERCA3 inhibition (k3 = 0). (B) Fast/slow analysis of
the bursting. The red nullcline is from Fig. 9 (k3 = 0.1, Caer = 178 μM); the blue nullcline corresponds
to SERCA3 inhibition (k3 = 0, Caer = 50 μM). The burst trajectory (thin black curve) moves smoothly
between the lower stationary branch and the upper periodic branch, typical of type I bursting. (Color figure
online.)
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period in Fig. 9. Therefore, the bursting produced by SERCA3 inhibition is very fast.
Because k2b has no long-term effect on the Cac nullcline, as was the case in Eq. (33),
upregulation of SERCA2b cannot compensate for inhibition of SERCA3.

9. Store operated current (SOC) converts very fast bursting to continuous spiking

If SOC, which is activated by depletion of Ca2+ in the ER, is present in the cell, then
inhibition of SERCA2b or SERCA3 may activate the current. We consider the case of
SERCA3 inhibition, but now with gSOC = 10 pS. Rather than the fast bursting that was
produced with SERCA3 inhibition in the absence of SOC in Fig. 10, a continuous spik-
ing pattern is now produced (Fig. 11A). This can be understood in terms of the fast/slow
analysis (Fig. 11B). With SOC present, the ER Ca2+ concentration now affects the fast
subsystem (through ISOC in Eq. (7)), and, therefore, the slow manifold. When SERCA3 is
inhibited and Caer declines below the threshold for activation of SOC (70 μM), the slow
manifold is shifted to the right. This is because ISOC is a depolarizing current with voltage-
independent conductance. With this rightward shift, the Cac nullcline crosses deep within
the periodic branch. This results in continuous spiking, rather than bursting. A more pre-
cise description can be made that utilizes the average voltage curve (thick dot-dashed
curve in Fig. 11B). Each point on this curve is the average value of V during one pe-
riod of the spiking oscillation. The location of the intersection of this curve with the Cac

nullcline determines approximately where the trajectory will lie during the spiking oscil-
lation. If the intersection is close to the homoclinic bifurcation that terminates the periodic
branch, then the phase point will escape the periodic branch and bursting will occur. In
Fig. 11, however, the intersection is far from the homoclinic bifurcation, so the phase
point is trapped on the periodic spiking branch.

Fig. 11 (A) Continuous spiking due to SERCA3 inhibition (k3 = 0) when SOC is present in the model cell
(gSOC = 10 pS). The ER Ca2+ concentration falls to approximately 50 μM in response to the inhibition,
which is below the threshold (70 μM) for activation of SOC. (B) The depolarizing ISOC translates the slow
manifold to the right, so that the Cac nullcline (blue) and average voltage curve (thick dot-dashed) intersect
deep within the periodic branch. As a result, continuous spiking is produced. (Color figure online.)
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10. Discussion

We have shown that differences in the Ca2+ affinity of the two isoforms of the SERCA
pump present in pancreatic β-cells lead to qualitative differences in their effect on cy-
tosolic Ca2+ dynamics. Inhibition of SERCA2b pumps is completely compensated by a
lowering of the ER Ca2+ concentration, so that after an initial transient, the dynamics of
the cytosolic Ca2+ are identical to the dynamics before inhibition. However, if Caer falls
so low that it activates store-operated current, then this depolarizing current will speed
up oscillations. Inhibition of SERCA3 pumps has a dramatic effect on cytosolic Ca2+

dynamics, tending to speed up bursting oscillations even in the absence of SOC. In our
analysis, the key difference between the two isoforms is that one has a relatively low Ca2+

affinity (SERCA3), while the other has a high affinity and is assumed to be saturated at
physiological Ca2+ levels (SERCA2b).

The motivation for this work was to understand recent data showing that islets from
SERCA3 knockout mice do not exhibit compound Ca2+ oscillations, as are commonly ob-
served in islets from control mice (Beauvois et al., 2006). We demonstrated in Figs. 3–4
that this is reproduced by our Dual Oscillator Model for the β-cell (Bertram et al., 2007b),
which contains compartments for electrical activity, calcium handling, glycolysis, and mi-
tochondrial respiration. However, to explain the behavior it is convenient to focus on the
components responsible for the fast bursting that occurs in episodes during compound
bursting, since the slow outer oscillations of the compound burst (which are driven by the
metabolic compartments of the model) are not significantly effected by SERCA3 inhibi-
tion. Using this approach, we found that SERCA3 inhibition converts fast bursting to very
fast bursting, or continuous spiking if SOC is present. This explains why compound burst-
ing is converted to slow bursting (Figs. 3–4): the slow outer oscillations persist, but the
fast bursting inner oscillations are converted to continuous spiking or very fast bursting.

Although there is, to our knowledge, no parallel data on SERCA2b knockout mice,
we wished to see how SERCA2b inhibition would affect the Ca2+ dynamics of the model
β-cell. Using periodic voltage pulses we proved that the ER Ca2+ concentration com-
pensates for SERCA2b inhibition, so that there is no long-term effect on the cytosolic
Ca2+ response to the voltage pulses. Similarly, there is no long-term effect on fast burst-
ing following SERCA2b inhibition, unless the ER Ca2+ concentration falls to a level low
enough to activate SOC. This explains the lack of effect on compound bursting shown in
Fig. 5. We predict then that any effect of SERCA2b inhibition on the long-term pattern of
cytosolic Ca2+ oscillations would be due to activation of SOC; without SOC there would
be no effect.

We made several assumptions in our analysis. First, we assumed that the SERCA2b
pumps are saturated at physiological levels of Ca2+, motivated by findings from two stud-
ies that the Ca2+ affinity for these pumps is high (Verboomen et al., Lytton et al.). These
studies were done by expressing SERCA2b in COS 1 cells, and the value of the K1/2 var-
ied significantly between the two studies, so the value of the K1/2 is not known in β-cells.
We used saturated SERCA2b pumps, rather than a Hill function with a small Hill coeffi-
cient, so that analytical expressions could be obtained for the Ca2+ subsystem (Sections 5
and 6). A second assumption is that the SERCA3 pumps depend linearly on Ca2+. This
is motivated by the finding that the Ca2+ affinity of these pumps is low (Lytton), so that
the K1/2 is large. A linear expression was used, rather than a Hill function with large Hill
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coefficient, to again facilitate the analysis. Several SERCA pump models have been de-
veloped that are more mechanistically accurate than the simple linear model (Sneyd and
others), and use of these more sophisticated models is recommended when studying ER-
induced Ca2+ oscillations (Sneyd). However, in our case where the oscillations are driven
by Ca2+ flux through the plasma membrane, a linear expression should suffice. Indeed,
we have found that the key results (Figs. 3–5) can be reproduced when a function of the
form (Sneyd et al., 2003):

JSERCA3 =
(

VSERCA3Cac

KSERCA3 + Cac

)(
1

Caer

)
(35)

is used (not shown). The third assumption that we make is that the fast bursting that occurs
during an episode of compound bursting is driven by the slow variables Cac and Caer. With
different parameter values, the model can be adjusted so that bursting is driven instead by
Cac and cytosolic ATP (Biophan paper). In this case, inhibiting SERCA3 in the absence
of SOC current does not convert compound bursting to slow bursting, as in Fig. 4.

Compound and slow Ca2+ oscillations in pancreatic islets are likely to have physiolog-
ical relevance, since the period of these oscillations is similar to the period of blood insulin
oscillations (Bergsten and Hellman, 1993; Nunemaker et al., 2005; Pørksen et al., 1995).
It is not known if compound Ca2+ oscillations are in any way physiologically preferential
to slow oscillations, but we have suggested that the two oscillatory components of com-
pound bursts provide the means for transducing changes in blood glucose concentration
to changes in insulin secretion. (There is also an amplifying pathway that is independent
of Ca2+ Henquin, 2000.) According to this “Metronome Hypothesis,” the plateau fraction
(fraction of active phase duration to total burst period) of the inner bursts increases when
the glucose concentration increases, while the slow outer oscillations are relatively unaf-
fected (Bertram et al., 2007b). As a result, more insulin is secreted during each episode
of fast bursts, but the frequency at which episodes occur is largely unchanged. Thus, the
amplitude of the insulin oscillations increases with an increase in glucose concentration,
while the period remains relatively unchanged. This behavior is what is typically ob-
served (Bergsten and Hellman, 1993). In light of this hypothesis, one physiological effect
of SERCA3 inhibition or knockout would be to short-circuit this mechanism for a proper
secretory response to changes in the glucose concentration.
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